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PRESENTATION
I'm French and I have about 10 years experience. I mainly work on web technologies although during my studies I worked on low-level languages
such as C and C++ and a little bit of Java and .NET.
I started to make some websites at the beginning of 2000's. I used various web technologies which allow me to have a rather broad vision of what
is possible to do in a browser.
Today, I mainly use Javascript, Python and Perl under Linux environment. I'm particularly focused on new Javascript technologies and the new
ways to build single-page web applications.

EDUCATION





EXPERIENCE

Gandi SAS

Lead front-end engineer

2008-current

Gandi is a French registrar and offers hosting
services.
When I arrived, I worked on the website
(PHP, Zend Framework) of the Millenium
team (a big gaming team in France). Then, I
quickly joined the frontend team and after
several years, I became the main technical
supervisor of the Gandi website.
Working at Gandi implies to know quite well
the whole technical stack and not only the
frontend side. Every day, I understand the
product requirements in order to find
technical solutions with the backend teams.
I am bringing innovations to develop the
future versions and my pragmatism to
maintain the legacy softwares.
Cerealog

Web developper

2005-2008

Cerealog
company.

is

a

software

engineering

When I was in Cerealog, I rather used
Microsoft technologies but quickly, I took
over websites developments. For this period,
I developed a PHP framework which was
used during several years.
In 2007 and 2008, I was responsible for the
Francofolies website (famous music festival
in France). I managed the hosting platform
and the full development of the website
including the online ticketing system, the
news pages, the backoffice, etc.

Intelliance
2001

Web Development Apprentice

Master of
computer
sciences

Engineering school, « 3il »
Limoges, France

2005

Five-year IT generalist degree.

« CS2i »

Engineering school, « 3il »

2004

Limoges, France

Four-year IT generalist degree.

« BTS
Industrial
Computing »
2002

High school « Léonce Vieljeux »
La Rochelle, France

Two-year technical degree.
Computers and Electronics.

LATEST COMMITS


Mockify

node.js / AngularJS / sqlite

github.com/Gandi/mockify

Mockify is the API mocking made easy.
Mockify allows to proxy REST API(s) and save everything that passing through it. Then, you can
stop the proxy and start a mock that will serve the saved data.
It provides a cli, a webapp and runs as a daemon process.



Keep simple CMS

Python (Pyramid)

github.com/cr0cK/keepsimple.cms

Because every CMS are complicated.
What's about a CMS with only 4 tables? This is what I tried to do within this little project built over
Pyramid. I define « a node » as a piece of HTML and all pages are built recursively from these
nodes.
A small website is using it: ascliberte.fr.



CaliOpen

AngularJS / Python (Pyramid)

github.com/CaliOpen/caliopen.ng

CaliOpen is an ambitious project whose the goal is to raise awareness about emails security.
I developed a proof of concept of a webapp to show the possibilities of what it is possible to do.
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